Renee Marie of France

AUTHOR  Angelou, Maya
CALL NO  J P ANG

In Paris, France, Renee Marie, who is constantly teased for being tall, goes on a school field trip to the Eiffel Tower, where she faces her fear of heights.

SUBJECT HEADINGS
Courage Fiction
Phobias Fiction
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France) Juvenile fiction

Little rat sets sail

AUTHOR  Bang-Campbell, Monika
CALL NO  J P BAN

When Little Rat first took sailing lessons, she was terrified of the water. With a little courage and a lot of practice, Little Rat overcomes her fear of sailing.

SUBJECT HEADINGS
Rats Fiction
Fear Fiction
Sailing Fiction
The bravest of the brave

AUTHOR       Crum, Shutta
CALL NO       J P CRU

A fearless little skunk sets off through the woods alone at night and encounters scary creatures. This rhyming story also allows the reader to identify and count various forest animals encountered by the skunk.

SUBJECT HEADINGS
Skunks Fiction  Forest animals Fiction
Courage Fiction  Stories in rhyme
Night Fiction

Big black dog

AUTHOR       Glicksman, Caroline
CALL NO       J P GLI

Though big black dog looks scary, he is afraid of many things, especially catching a burglar. Find out how he rises to the occasion at the critical moment when a burglar is in action.

SUBJECT HEADINGS
Dogs Pictorial works Jvenile fiction
Courage Pictorial works Jvenile fiction
Children's stories Pictorial works

Seven brave women

AUTHOR       Hearne, Betsy
CALL NO       J P HEA

A young girl recounts the brave exploits of her female ancestors, including her great-great-great grandmother who came to America in a wooden sailboat.

SUBJECT HEADINGS
Genealogy Fiction
Courage Fiction

Marcello the movie mouse

AUTHOR       Hockinson, Liz
CALL NO       J P HOC

Marcello is a tiny mouse who lives in the Grand Palazzo Theatre. While other mice gather cheese, Marcello watches movies and dreams of making his own film someday.

SUBJECT HEADINGS
Motion pictures Jvenile fiction  Courage Jvenile fiction
Mice Jvenile fiction  Persistence Jvenile fiction

Jujo the youngest tribesman

AUTHOR       Ludy, Mark
CALL NO       J P LUD

Young Jujo wants to go on hunts with his tribesmen but first, he must pass a test by the village chief. Jujo faces various challenging encounters in the jungle which test his courage and wits. Will he emerge victorious?

SUBJECT HEADINGS
Courage Fiction
There’s a nightmare in my closet
AUTHOR Mayer, Mercier
CALL NO J P MAY
At bedtime, a boy who is usually afraid of the nightmare in his closet finds the courage to confront his fear. He finally discovers that the nightmare is not so terrifying after all.
SUBJECT HEADINGS
Fear Fiction
Nightmares Fiction
Monsters Fiction

Tippy-toe chick, go!
AUTHOR Shannon, George
CALL NO J P SHA
When a mean dog blocks the path to the garden where a delicious breakfast awaits, Little Chick shows her family how brave and clever she is.
SUBJECT HEADINGS
Chickens Fiction
Courage Fiction

Hilda hen’s scary night
AUTHOR Wormell, Mary
CALL NO J P WOR
During her night-time journey to the henhouse, Hilda Hen finds unexpected courage within her as she tiptoes past a snake, runs from a fox, and swims a lake.
SUBJECT HEADINGS
Courage Fiction
Night Fiction
Chickens Fiction

Kids talk about bravery
AUTHOR Finn, Carrie
CALL NO J P 177 FIN
With a simple question-and-answer format, this book discusses how children can learn to be brave with examples from their daily lives.
SUBJECT HEADINGS
Courage Juvenile fiction

Heroes and she-roses
AUTHOR Lewis, J. Patrick
CALL NO J P 811 LEW
Twenty-one poems celebrate and chronicle the actions of real-life people (and one dog) who have performed heroic acts in service to others. It serves as a good introduction to historical figures and everyday heroes to young children.
SUBJECT HEADINGS
Courage Juvenile poetry
Heroes Poetry
**I am courageous**

**AUTHOR** Schuette, Sarah L.
**CALL NO** J P 179 SCH

This book introduces the concept of courage to young children using simple text and corresponding photographs to demonstrate the different examples of being courageous.

**SUBJECT HEADINGS**
- Courage Juvenile literature
- Character Juvenile literature

**Courage**

**AUTHOR** Waber, Bernard
**CALL NO** J P 179 WAB

Colourful illustrations in this book provide examples of the various types of courage we find in everyday life, from tasting vegetables to being a firefighter or police officer.

**SUBJECT HEADINGS**
- Courage Juvenile literature

**The next-door dogs**

**AUTHOR** Rodowsky, Colby
**CALL NO** J S ROD

Although terrified of dogs, nine-year-old Sara forces herself to face a Labrador retriever and a Dalmatian when she helps her next-door neighbour, who has fallen and broken her leg.

**SUBJECT HEADINGS**
- Dogs Fiction
- Courage Fiction
- Fear Fiction
- Neighborliness Fiction

**Scaredy dog**

**AUTHOR** Ellis, Andy
**CALL NO** J S ELL

Dudley is a pet dog who is afraid of everything until he shows a great act of courage by protecting his owner against a bigger, ferocious dog.

**SUBJECT HEADINGS**
- Dogs Juvenile literature
- Courage Juvenile literature

**The Puppeteer’s apprentice**

**AUTHOR** Love, D. Anne
**CALL NO** J LOV

A medieval orphan girl called Mouse gains the courage she needs to follow her dreams of becoming a puppeteer’s apprentice.

**SUBJECT HEADINGS**
- Puppets Fiction
- Orphans Fiction
Number the stars
AUTHOR Lowry, Lois
CALL NO J LOW
In 1943, during the German occupation of Denmark, ten-year-old Annemarie learns how to be brave and courageous when she helps to shelter her Jewish friend from the Nazis.
SUBJECT HEADINGS
Friendship Fiction
World War, 1939-1945 Denmark Juvenile fiction
World War, 1939-1945 Jews Rescue Fiction

Sir Gawain and the Green Knight
AUTHOR Morpurgo, Michael
CALL NO J MOR
Young Gawain's courage is put to the test when he accepts the challenge of a mysterious visitor from the North Country. He proves himself to be a worthy knight.
SUBJECT HEADINGS
Gawain (Legendary character) Pictorial works Juvenile fiction
Knights and knighthood Pictorial works Juvenile fiction

Fa Mulan: the story of a woman warrior
AUTHOR San Souci, Robert D.
CALL NO J 398.2 SAN -[FOL]
A retelling of the original Chinese poem in which a brave young girl masquerades as a boy and fights the Tartars in the Khan's army.
SUBJECT HEADINGS
Folklore China
Hua, Mu-lan (Legendary character) Legends

Courage
AUTHOR Thoennes Keller, Kristin
CALL NO J 179THO
This book demonstrates the ways in which children can be courageous at home, at school, and in their community. It highlights two real-life examples of exceptional courage shown in times of adversity.
SUBJECT HEADINGS
Courage Juvenile literature

I can do it! Kids talk about courage
AUTHOR Loewen, Nancy
CALL NO J 179 LOE
Have you ever found yourself in a situation which tests your courage? Packed with real life examples and fantastic advice, find out how you can use your courage to the best in daily situations.
SUBJECT HEADINGS
Courage in children Juvenile literature